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Introduction: Besides predicting exact upcoming words (lexical prediction) [1], readers also
predict semantic and morphosyntactic information (partial prediction) [2]. Effects of high levels of
predictability are regularly reported in the literature, but could be due to text manipulation,
common practice in linguistic experimentation, such as in the use of sentences or contexts that
trigger strong anticipation of specific words [3]. It has been argued that, in daily life, linguistic
comprehension typically does not mirror such high levels of predictability. Corpora of verbal
language usually differ from experimentally constructed materials in the sense that they are not
built with manipulated stimuli, but with natural passages taken from books, magazines etc. In one
such corpus [4], the authors used predictability norms from a Cloze Task for every word in 55
paragraphs in English and analyzed eye movements of participants who read the same
paragraphs. The authors found that predictability was influential on language processing even
when it was only partially correct, such as when a grammatical category was predictable, but the
exact word was not. The authors also found that function words are generally more predictable
than content words.
Materials and Methods: To further investigate the influence of predictability in languages in
which nominal and verbal inflections differ from English, we built the first corpus of written
language processing in Brazilian Portuguese using the eye movement methodology. We focused
the analysis on function and content words, while examining both lexical (exact word prediction)
and partial prediction. The corpus consists of predictability norms and reading measures of 50
short paragraphs from three different genres: News, Pop-Science and Literary. To calculate
predictability norms, 286 participants answered an on-line word-by-word Cloze Task. Each
participant answered five paragraphs, except the first word in each paragraph. Eye movements
of different 37 participants were recorded using an EyeLink 1000 Hz while they read all
paragraphs in a 19’ monitor. Paragraphs were authentic and self-contained in meaning. In total,
paragraphs had 2494 words (49 on average), out of which 1237 were unique. Targe words
(original words) and words answered in the Cloze Task were tagged for part of speech and divided
into eight grammatical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, determiners, prepositions,
conjunctions and pronouns), and two classes (content and function).
Results and Discussion: Lexical predictability was measured by comparing the orthography of
target and answered words (OrthographicMatch), and for partial predictability, the part of speech
tag was compared (POSMatch). Here, we report two eye movement measures closely related to
early processing (Gaze duration and skip rates), expected to be sensitive to predictability effects.
Lexical prediction was rare, but higher for function words (0.24) than for content words (0.13).
Partial prediction was more common and higher for content words (0.44) than for function words
(0.38) (Fig. 1). Lexical prediction was higher on News (0.17) and Pop-Science (0.15) texts than
on Literary (0.09) texts. We ran linear mixed model analysis on Gaze Duration and logit linear
mixed effects on skip rates (Tables 1 and 2). Predictability was facilitative in general, but lexical
prediction was more influential than partial prediction. In Fig. 2, we see how Gaze duration
dropped as both lexical and partial prediction increased, while Skip Rates increased as lexical
prediction increased. Partial prediction did not influence Skip Rates. Lexical prediction had
stronger effects when compared to partial prediction in general. Comparing these findings with
previous research in English [4], lexical prediction is lower in BP, inviting further investigation. The
Cloze Task results also indicate that predictability is involved in everyday language processing,
not only when the context is highly restrictive.

